Fight Summer Math Loss!

Your child worked hard in math this school year. Make sure they don’t lose those hard-earned skills. But on average, students lose 2.6 months of math skill over the summer.¹ Turn that around with the Quantile® Summer Math Challenge!

What is the Summer Math Challenge?

The Summer Math Challenge is a FREE math program designed to help kids retain math skills learned during the previous year. The six-week program offers daily emails with fun activities and resources at your child’s ability level.

Who is it designed for?

The Summer Math Challenge is designed for students who have just completed grade 1 through 8.

THE SUMMER MATH CHALLENGE uses Quantile measures to match students with ability-appropriate math resources and materials. Here are a few frequently asked questions about Quantile measures and how they work:

What is the Quantile Framework® for Mathematics?

The Quantile Framework for Mathematics uses the same scale to measure both the math skill level of your child and the difficulty of the math materials they encounter. The Quantile Framework reports your child’s mathematical ability, as well as the difficulty of math material, as Quantile measures.

How do you get a Quantile student measure?

Quantile measures are available from many year-end state tests, as well as from other classroom tests and math programs.

How do math skills and concepts receive Quantile measures?

Over 500 mathematics skills and concepts have received Quantile measures. Quantile measures range from below 0Q for skills like compounding set quantities to above 1400Q for skills like modeling using trigonometric functions. The higher the Quantile measure, the more difficult the material. By identifying which mathematics concepts are present in math materials, we know how difficult those materials are and can assign a Quantile measure.

How do Quantile measures help promote learning?

Quantile measures identify the math materials your child is ready to learn. Because Quantile measures can be used to determine which skills and concepts build upon one another, they can help you pinpoint a particular skill a child is struggling with or provide guidance on skills to which the child should advance. Quantile measures also help monitor growth over time towards college and career readiness (1350Q) and beyond.

Want to learn more about the Quantile Framework for Mathematics?

VISIT QUANTILES.COM